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Abstract 
The traffic descriptors defined by the ITU and the ATM Forum include pa
rameters for the GCRA (leaky bucket) algorithms. While the peak cell rate 
(PCR) is relatively easy to specify for a particular source stream, the cell delay 
variation tolerance (CDVT) is not. Further, both the parameters of the aver
age rate leaky bucket, the sustainable cell rate (SCR) and the burst tolerance 
(BT), are rather difficult to determine. 

We have, through trace-driven simulations, discovered a number of interest
ing points about the specification of source traffic descriptors. For the sources 
that we studied, the SCR, for reasonable size burst tolerances, is, in fact, 
rather a loose upper bound on the average cell rate. Reasonable size burst 
tolerances are important for resource allocation and buffer sizing within ATM 
networks. In addition, we found that when several sources are aggregated, 
there does not appear to be a simple relationship between the SCR/BT pa
rameters of the individually policed sources and the aggregate source. In our 
paper, we give two alternative approximations for bounding the zero-violation 
(or no tagging) policing parameters for the aggregate sources. 

1 INTRODUCTION 

To protect an ATM network from congestion, the traffic that is offered to it 
must be policed. According to the ATM Forum Traffic Management Specifi
cation, traffic conformance will be expressed in terms of a number of applica
tions of the Generic Cell Rate Algorithm (GCRA). The GCRA's actions are 
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determined by two parameters: peak emission interv8.1 and tolerance (limit). 
However, it is currently not known how to dimension these parameters for 
specific types of traffic. 

Cell Delay Variation (CDV) Tolerance is specified by the ATM Forum as 
a parameter in the specification of a connection traffic descriptor [ATM95]. 
In effect CDVT determines how much a cell may be jittered from its earliest 
acceptable arrival time at the UNI, where it is policed by the Usage Parameter 
Control (UPC), and still conform to the traffic contract. The ATM Forum also 
specifies Sustainable Cell Rate (SCR) and Burst Tolerance (BT) as parameters 
in the specification of a connection traffic descriptor. These parameters are 
used for policing the mean rate of VBR sources and controlling the maximum 
size of cell bursts. 

According to the ATM Forum, the conformance definition of a source will be 
based on one or more applications of the GCRA. Therefore, the customer must 
know what parameters for the GCRAs to put in the contract he negotiates 
with the network. 

The T must be chosen sufficiently large to guarantee that all cells that 
conform to GCRA(T,O)* at the service access point of the physical layer 
(PHY _SAP), also pass the UPC. On the other hand, it must be small enough 
to prevent a misbehaving user or malfunctioning equipment from using signif
icantly more bandwidth than contracted. In the specification of SCR policing, 
it is not known how to dimension the SCR (1/T8 ) and BT (r.) parameters in 
relation to intrinsic source characteristics and the added multiplexing delay. 
Of course, SCR and BT must be so chosen that the connection complies with 
GCRA(T.,r.) at the PHY-SAP. 

In this paper, we study the GCRA parameters I and L for specific, long
running traces of data traffic. There have been other studies of the provisioning 
of GCRA parameters, for example [MR96, RH94]. In the former article, the 
authors propose a method for choosing leaky bucket parameters based on the 
statistical characterization of the effect that the cell stream has on a G/D/1 
queue. In the latter article, the authors approach the selection of leaky bucket 
parameters by looking for parameters which maximize the multiplexing gain 
of identical sources. 

Our approach is somewhat different: here we seek to study in detail the 
phenomena that occur when passing a real traffic stream through the GCRA 
and in particular, the determination ofT directly from the stream. We look 
only at the empirical behavior of the GCRA. Our observations validate the 
large scale behavior described in a number of papers [MR96, RH94, Dos94]. 
They also show phenomena not taken into account in the queueing analysis 
of the interaction of sources and GCRAs. FUrther, though it is well known 
that you cannot police near the mean, our study shows clearly in quantitative 
terms the price paid by both the customer and the network for this. 

*GCRA(T,r) defines a GCRA with parameters T (increment or peak emission 
interval) and T (limit or tolerance) 
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The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the 
model used in the simulator, the traces used to drive the simulator and the 
experiments themselves. In Section 3 we discuss the results and observations 
in general. In Section 4 we focus on the "zero violation" behavior of the 
individual sources and the aggregate traffic, and discuss some approximations 
of the behavior of the aggregate traffic from the behavior of the individual 
sources. We end with a summary of our results and recommendations based 
on them. 

2 SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

2.1 The simulator 

To run the experiments we wrote a program that uses traces of Ethernet 
traffic to simulate multiplexing sources in a simplified version of the Equivalent 
Terminal (ET) model [ATM95]. This simulator is based on the one used in 
[Oos94]. 

The simplified ET Model contains one or more sources that generate pack
ets. These sources are connected to a multiplexer, that also shapes the traffic, 
which in turn is connected to the ATM link. At the UNI the UPC polices the 
output of the multiplexer, deciding whether or not a cell that is offered for 
transmission is allowed to enter the network. 

In the simulation, splitting a packet into cells (segmentation) and adding 
AAL 5 header data is instantaneous, so as soon as the entire packet has 
arrived, the first cell is available for transmission. The ATM link does not 
carry any other traffic, and the multiplexer can output cells at the rate of the 
ATM link (back-to-hack), but can also be set to shape the sources. 

The cell scheduling algorithm used by the multiplexer is basically FIFO. 
When two or more cells arrive at exactly the same time, the multiplexer 
decides from which source to output a cell in a round-robin fashion. 

2.2 The traces 

All the traces we used in the simulations are of Ethernet traffic. We are inter
ested in the size and arrival time of the Ethernet packets. Table 1 shows some 
information on the traces we used for our simulations. Most of the traces were 
taken from "The Internet Traffic Archive" t and have been used in several 
other publications [PF94] [LTWW95]. 

tThe Internet Traffic Archive is a WWW site maintained by Pe
ter Danzig (University of Southern California), Jeff Mogul (Digital's 
Western Research Lab), Vern Paxson (Lawrence Berkeley National 
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Table 1 The traces. 
Source name traflic t;vpe 

...., !ik- all a:ri~ 
Bellcore ...., 

DEC 
DECPktl 
DECPit2 
DECPi\3 

All traflic 

- -----i"'DiiiEnCPinH:n:-4- TCP only 
LBLPkt3 

LBL LBLPkt4 
LBLPkt6 

stan duration 

3· ... 
0~ 
ll~ 

22:00 03-08-95 PST 1 h 
02:00 03-W-96 PSI I h 
10:00 03-09-96 PSI 1 h 
14:00 03:09-96 PSI I h 
14:IO 01-20-94 PSI 2 h 
I4:00 OI-21-94 PSI 1 h 
I4:00 OI-28-94 PSI 1 h 

The traces can be divided into three groups, according to where they were 
conducted: Bellcore, Digital Equipment Corp., or Lawrence Berkeley Labo
ratories. The Bellcore traces were conducted at the Bellcore Morristown Re
search and Engineering facility in late 1989. OctExt and OctExt4 contain just 
the traffic between Bellcore and the Internet. The other three contain all traf
fic on the Ethernet: mainly LAN, but including all traffic between Bellcore 
and the Internet. Of all the Ethernet packets in the Bellcore traces, 99.5% 
carried IP. 

The DEC traces were conducted in March of 1995 at DEC's primary Inter
net access point, which is operated by its Palo Alto research groups. The trace 
contains all traffic on the Ethernet, but packet sizes were only recorded for 
the TCP traffic (excluding SYN, FIN, RST, PSH, etc. packets). Consequently, 
only the TCP traffic could be used in the simulations. 

The LBL traces were conducted in January 1994, on the Ethernet that 
carries all traffic headed into or out of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. As 
was the case with the DEC traces, packet sizes were only recorded for the 
TCP traffic. 

Table 2 shows some statistics on the traces. The third column shows the 
mean rate of the trace as observed by the ATM link. This rate includes the 
ATM overhead, but not the Ethernet protocol overhead. The packet sizes 
1ogge<1 m lhe traces are of the data part of the Ethernet packets only. The 
fourth column shows the rate that would result from just this data part of 
the Ethernet packets. 

This is where what is recorded in the traces from LBL and DEC differs 
slightly from that in those from Bellcore. The packet size recorded in the 
Bellcore traces vary from 64 to 1518 bytes, because the Ethernet protocol 

Lab), and Mike Schwartz (University of Colorado at Boulder). URL: 
http:/ /town.hall.org/ Archives/pub/ITA/ 
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Table 2 Statistics on the traces. 
Source name ATM and net mean packets cells precision 

Oct Ext 12.5 9.14 Kb s 1.0 106 3.61106 

OctExt4 34.5 27.2 Kb 8 1.0 10" 6.18 10" 
Belle ore pAua 1.29 1.11Mb 8 1.0 10° 9.58 10 10 1'8 

oOct 3.33 2.90 Mb 8 1.0 10 13.8 10" 
bu8yhour 1.75 1.51Mb s 1.4 10 14.9 10° 

DECPktl 1.29 1.01Mb 8 2.2 106 10.9 106 

DEC DECPkt2 2.32 1.90Mb 8 2.7 10 19.7 10° 1 ms 
DECPkt3 1.83 1.45Mb s 2.9 10° 15.5 10" 
DECPkt4 2.63 2.10 Mb 8 3.9 10° 22.3 10° 

LBLPkt3 0.378 0.271 Mb s 
LBL LBLPkt4 0.396 0.291 Mb s 1 ps 

LBLPkt5 0.291 0.209 Mb 8 

limits the size of packets to this range. The packet size recorded in these 
traces includes the source and destination address and padding. The packet 
sizes recorded in the DEC and LBL traces vary from 0 to 1460 bytes, where 
0 (data) bytes can occur when an application sends only an acknowledgment. 
Here only the actual data is considered to be the size of the packet. 

The rate including ATM overhead is calculated simply by adding the over
head caused by the ATM header, AAL 5 (8 bytes) [ITU93a], and segmentation 
into cells to every packet size, and dividing the sum of these new packet sizes 
by the duration of the trace. 

As mentioned before, in the DEC and LBL traces, packet sizes were only 
recorded for TCP traffic. The table shows the number of packets for which the 
size was recorded, and which we have thus been able to use. Unfortunately, we 
were not able to use a significant number of the packets from these traces in our 
simulations, as their size was not recorded. Of course, the results obtained are 
still valid for TCP traffic. Also, some of the DEC and LBL traces contained 
one or two packets for which a negative size was logged. These have been 
removed from the trace. 

The last column of Table 2 shows how accurate the timestamps of the 
packets in the traces are. The Bellcore and LBL traces have very accurate 
timestamps, but timestamps in the DEC traces are only accurate to within 
1 ms. However, this should not overly influence the results for SCR policing 
(this will be discussed later). 

An interesting property of the traces is the distribution of packet sizes. Cer
tain sizes occur much more frequently than others. In fact, two or three packet 
sizes may account for nearly all packets transmitted. However, maximum sized 
packets do occur in every trace. 

The traces can be grouped according to similarities in their distributions. 
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This, as might be expected, coincides with the type of traffic that is in the 
trace (see Table 1). It doesn't just depend on the site or network the trace 
is from. DEC and LBL traces have very similar distributions, although the 
LBL traces have more small packets. Of the Bellcore traces, pOet, pAug, 
and busyhour have similar distributions, as do OctExt and OctExt4. In fact, 
OctExt and OctExt4 have distributions quite similar to the DEC and LBL 
traces. 

2.3 The experiments 

Below is a list of the simulations we have run. All the simulations were run 
with ATM link rates of 155, 34 and 17 Mbfs. Also, they were all run with 
and without shaping of the sources to a peak of 10 Mbfs. Without shaping, 
the source can output cells at the peak rate of the ATM link, as described in 
Section 2.1. 

1. The object of this first set of simulations is to determine the behavior of 
the sources in terms of the leaky bucket's parameters and violation. 

(a) First, we police the sources in isolation. We run one trace through the 
simulator, and vary the leaky bucket's parameters {rand policed rate) 
and determine the cell violation ratio that results. 

(b) We multiplex a number of sources. They are still policed individually. 
(c) Finally, we police the aggregate of the sources (as a VPC). 

For every source or combination of sources, the results of the above simu
lations (set 1) are put in a graph that will look like the ones in Figure 1. 
Every dot in the graph shows the violation ratio (y-axis) that results when 
policing the source with a certain tolerance (x-axis) and a certain rate {leg
end) The graph shows a number of curves, one per policed rate. The lines 
between the dots belonging to one rate have been interpolated linearly. 

2. The object of the second set of simulations is to determine how to dimension 
the tolerance parameter of the leaky bucket for zero-violation. In other 
words: how large must the tolerance be to lose no cells at all? 
For these simulations we repeated the experiments described in 1, except 
that we varied the rate and let the simulator calculate the T needed to pass 
all the cells. 
The graphs in which the results for these simulations are presented are 
fortunately less confusing. A graph is shown in Figure 4. A graph shows 
information on one source or combination of sources. Every dot in the 
graph shows the tolerance that is required for zero violation (y-axis) when 
policing that source at a certain rate (x-axis). Here, the lines between the 
dots were also linearly interpolated. 
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Table 3 The combinations of sources that were multiplexed. 
group name participating traces aggr. mean aggr. peak 

paug+busy pAug and busyhour 3.04 Mb/s 20 Mb/s 

lblpkt345 LBLPKT{3I4I5} 1.07 Mb/s 30 Mb/s 

decpkt1234 DECPKT{ll2l314} 8.07 Mb/1 40 Mb/1 

dec+lbl DECPKT{ll2l3l4} and LBLPKT{3I4I5} 9.14 Mb/a 70 Mb/1 

In the simulations, we police the sources with rates varying from their peak 
rate (10 Mb/s) down to their mean rate. In effect we treat PCR policing as a 
boundary case of SCR policing, as we can't determine the actual peak of the 
traces, but assume it is 10 Mb/s. 

For the simulations in which a number of sources are multiplexed, we will 
use certain combinations of the traces we have. They are grouped according 
to the traffic they contain, and their durations. The combinations are shown 
in Table 3. When multiplexing, all traces are truncated to the duration of the 
shortest trace in the group. 

3 THE RESULTS 

We will first look at the sources in isolation and the effect of shaping and ATM 
link rate. Then we look at the behavior when being multiplexed with other 
sources. We want to know how much multiplexing influences the behavior. 
After comparing the isolated and multiplexed cases, we look at the behavior 
of the aggregate traffic. 

3.1 The traces in isolation 

In this set of simulations we look at the behavior of each trace in isolation. 
Because there is no other traffic, cells only incur extra delay due to the slotted 
nature of ATM. For four of the traces, a graph of their behavior is depicted 
in Figures 1 and 2. 

A quick look at the graphs reveals that the behavior of the traces seems 
roughly similar, even though the type of traffic contained in the traces differs. 
Most curves in the graphs have the same shape: they start near violation 
ratio=1 and drop to violation ratio=O with ever increasing (absolute values of 
the) slope. Some curves have intervals in which the rate of descent increases 
or decreases. 
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Figure 1 Behavior for paug and decpktl when policed individually, with no 
other traffic and no shaping. The ATM link rate is 155 Mbfs . 
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Figure 2 Behavior for Octext4 and lblpkt3 when policed individually, with 
no other traffic and no shaping. The ATM link rate is 155 Mbfs. 
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Generally, for policed rates below the peak rate of 10 Mb/s, a higher mean 
rate of the trace means the curves move towards the upper right side of the 
graph. This is as expected: when policing below the peak rate with a certain 
r, a higher mean rate means more cells will be in violation. Note that this is 
not necessarily the case. A trace might have a low mean, but one long burst 
of activity that causes more cells to be in violation than a trace with higher 
mean, but with shorter (or no) bursts of activity. 

Now we will have a closer look at specific characteristics of the traces. 
From the graphs, a number of interesting observations can be made. First we 
notice that the tail part of a curve is always steep. Unfortunately, this means 
that specifying a slightly too small CDV Tolerance in the traffic contract will 
severely affect the number of cells that are marked as being in violation by 
the UPC. 

Furthermore, especially in the curves for lower policed rates, there is a 
sudden drop from violation ratios of w-4 or w-5 to zero violation. The drop 
is not caused by just a few cells that are in violation or not. Looking at 
the graph for decpkt1 in Figure 1, the 3 Mb/s curve drops from violation 
ratio~ 1.4 · 10-4 to zero violation. The decpktl trace contains 10.9 million 
cells, which means that 1526 cells are in violation. Looking at the 5 Mb/s 
curve, by a similar argument, even the drop from violation ratio~ 1.1· w-s 
to zero violation consists of 120 cells. Note that of pOet, pAug, busyhour, 
and the other decpkt traces, some contain up to twice the number of cells of 
decpktl and exhibit the same behavior. An explanation is that this drop is 
caused by one or two long bursts of activity, which require the most T to pass. 

The concept of burst is illustrated in Figure 3. The figure shows the traffic 
on an Ethernet over an interval of time, and the resulting activity on the 
ATM link for a subinterval. In each case, the content of the leaky bucket is 
represented by the jagged line. Note that the smooth rising slope of the leaky 
bucket's content in the Ethernet graph is actually a saw-tooth, as is shown in 
the more detailed graphs below it. 

Depending on the timescale you are observing, several things might be 
considered a "burst". In this context, we define all traffic that arrives between 
one empty state of the leaky bucket and the next to belong to the same 
burst. On the Ethernet however, the first 6 packets and the last 6 packets 
seem to belong to separate midi-bursts. Although the Ethernet interval seems 
to contain two separate bursts, the leaky bucket does not empty completely 
in between them (there is still content in the bucket at point E). From the 
leaky bucket's point of view, the two midi-bursts are concatenated into one 
"burst". In the graph the bucket empties before any new traffic arrives, so in 
this example the cells from the 12 Ethernet packets in the graph constitute 
what we will call a burst here. A burst is really the leaky bucket busy time 
which can be composed of several sets of peak-rate cells which arrive close 
enough to each other to prevent the leaky bucket from emptying. 

Returning to Figure 1, for the 3 Mb/s curve of decpktl, the added r between 
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the last plotted point and the zero violation point (where the curve crosses 
the x-axis) is 83.7 ms, as shown in the graph. If the sudden drop in the tail 
part is due to one burst, the added 7' should be sufficient to pass the cells 
corresponding to the drop in violation ratio. The violation ratio= 1.4 · 10-4 

means 1526 cells are in violation for this trace. By making several assumptions, 
we can compute that 7' = 83.7 ms will allow at least an additional 846 cells to 
pass the leaky bucket. This is a lower bound on the burst size because of the 
nature of a burst as described here. In this case, we see that indeed the steep 
drop can be caused by one or two large bursts and that 7' is large enough to 
account for a large leaky bucket busy time. We have tested this on several 
other curves and found the same thing to be true. 

The next observation we make is that as you reduce the policed rate of 
a source, the violation ratio becomes very high very quickly. As an extreme 
example, OctExt4 has a mean rate of only 34.5 Kb/s, but policing at 1 Mb/s 
with a tolerance of 10 seconds still results in a violation ratio of 13% (see 
Figure 2). Note that this is policing 28.9 times the mean rate. To pass all cells 
requires a 7' just under 100 seconds. This is enough to pass 237380 back-to
hack cells on a 155Mb/slink. The other traces in Figure 1 and 2 show similar 
(but less extreme) behavior. 

It is clear that for realistic traffic streams, the SCR leaky bucket must either 
allow very large 7' values or must police very far from the mean. In support 
of this we show Table 4. Here we have calculated the SCR and maximum 
burst size (MBS) for a particular fixed BT (T) for the traces with reasonably 
large means ( OctExt and OctExt4 were excluded, though in terms of the 
SCR required, the policing rate for these traces far exceeded the mean). For 
a BT of 50 milliseconds, you can see an SCR required of anywhere from 2.1 
to 11.5 times the mean, still with reasonably large burst sizes. For a BT of 
5 milliseconds, the SCR policing rates all lie pretty close to the peak, and 
though the burst sizes are (mostly) about 500 cells, for the Bellcore traces 
they are still about 2000 cells. 

It is important to note that in general, the traces do not exhibit the be
havior of worst-case sources allowed by the GCRA parameters for zero vio
lation. The parameters derived for these traces (which have relatively benign 
characteristics) are exactly the same as would allow sources with either far 
more throughput (for reasonable T) or far larger bursts on average (for lower 
throughput). 

There are intervals in the curves for peak rate policing where a small in
crease in 7' has a mueh greater effect on the violation ratio than elsewhere 
(see Figure 2). These "dips" are very clear in OctExt, OctExt4, and the LBL 
traces. The dips are a result of the multi-modal distribution of packet sizes 
and back-to-hack cell scheduling. 

A related phenomenon can be observed in the pOet trace. It also shows 
dips, but these dips are in the 1 and 8 Mb/s curves, not in the curve for peak 
rate policing. Also, the dips occur at much larger CDV Tolerances, in the 
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Table 4 Mean and SCR for zero violation. 
Trace mean (ATM) T = 0.05 T = 0.005 

SCR (Mb/s) MBS (cells) SCR (Mb/s) MBS (cells) 

pOet 3.33 Mb/s 8.47 6508 9.47 2100 
pAug 1.29 Mb/s 6.54 2232 9.46 2071 
busy hour 1.75 Mb/s 7.41 3369 9.45 2009 

LBLPkt5 0.291 Mb/s 3.36 596 7.71 396 
LBLPkt4 0.396 Mb/s 4.38 919 7.89 441 
LBLPkt3 0.378 Mb/s 4.38 918 7.70 396 

DECPkt4 2.63 Mb/s 5.61 1509 7.96 461 
DECPkt3 1.83 Mb/s 5.60 1501 7.98 467 
DECPkt2 2.32 Mb/s 6.16 1893 8.50 669 
DECPkt1 1.29 Mb/s 5.67 1544 8.17 526 

range of 10-2 to 1 s. The large CDV Tolerance and the fact that the dip does 
not occur in the curve for peak rate policing, means that the dip is not caused 
by the multi-modal distribution of packet sizes. 

The dip is caused by one "very long" burst. Just as the dips that occurred 
with peak rate policing, beyond a certain r only cells from this large burst 
benefit from the additional r, causing the decrease in the rate of descent of the 
violation ratio curve. The entire last third of the pOet trace shows relatively 
high activity. 

Now we discuss the behavior of the sources when the cell stream is shaped 
to (the equivalent of) 10 Mb/s. As was expected, when policing 10 Mb/s no 
cells are in violation, as a r of only one ATM slottime is required to pass all 
cells. The curves for policed rates near the peak rate move to the lower left 
comer of the graph. For these curves, shaping has also decreased the r that is 
required for zero violation slightly. This is as expected. For all policed rates, 
the violation ratios for small. r are significantly lower than in the case without 
shaping. 

Otherwise, the behavior is much the same as it was without shaping. Inter
estingly, for policed rates, say, ofless than 6 Mb/s the tail part of the curves is 
indistinguishable from the case without shaping. This is because the shaping 
only has effect on a very small timescale, in the order of milliseconds, which 
is the time that is required to transmit one Ethernet packet. When policing 
low rates, the bucket accumulates content from many packets. 

This is illustrated in Figure 3. The example shows two graphs of the traffic 
on the ATM link, one in which the cell stream is shaped and one in which it 
is not. As the graph shows, the r required for zero violation is largest in the 
case without shaping. The difference in GCRA content is highlighted as the 
dark grey area on the middle graph. When the policed rate is much below the 
peak rate of the cell stream, the difference can be very small when compared 
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to the GCRA content (which can be anywhere from 10-1 sec to 103 sec, 
depending on how close the policed rate is to the mean). When the shaped 
rate is 10Mb/sand the ATM link rate is 155 Mb/s, the difference in GCRA 
content is about 40 J.&SeC/cell. This amounts to about 1.3 ms for a maximum 
length Ethernet packet. The graph shows, that although peak A is higher in 
the case without shaping, the bucket has drained to the same state at point 
B in both cases. The same can be observed with point C and D. We conclude 
that shaping to a certain rate will only affect policed rates near that rate. 

So far, we have discussed the behavior of the sources in isolation. The results 
of the simulations have led to a number of observations: 

• The T for zero violation is determined by the largest burst in the trace. 
Interestingly, we will see later that several traces show similar zero violation 
behavior. 

• The policed rate for the SCR leaky bucket must be closer to the peak 
than we would have expected; otherwise, for acceptable violation ratios, 
enormous T is required, rendering the UPC unable to police effectively. 

• The multi-modal distribution of packet sizes causes dips in the violation 
ratio curves for high policed rates. The same effect occurs in violation ratio 
curves for low rates, but this is caused a long burst of traffic. The dips due 
to packet size distribution do not affect interesting (from a policing point 
of view) parts of the violation ratio curves. However, the dip due to a long 
burst does, as it determines the zero violation T . 
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• Shaping is very effective for peak rate policing (as expected), but has vir
tually no effect on violation ratio for lower policed rates. This is due to the 
difference in "timescale" between the interval of time the policer observes 
and how much cells are shifted in time by shaping. The effect of the ATM 
link rate on violation ratio is negligible for interesting violation ratios. 

3.2 Multiplexing the traces 

The groups of traces we have multiplexed are displayed in Table 3. Informa
tion on the individual traces is in Table 2. The aggregate peak rate of the 
groups varies from 20 Mb/s {2 traces) to 70 Mb/s {7 traces). The aggregate 
mean rate varies from approximately 1 to 9 Mb/s and is shown in the ta
ble. In combination with the choice of ATM link rates, this results in nice 
combinations of ATM link rate, average utilization, and aggregate peak. 

We compared the behavior in the multiplexed case with that of the non
multiplexed case. We observed: 

• The multiplexed sources that were individually policed show much the 
same behavior as in the non-multiplexed case. Multiplexing mostly affects 
the violation ratios resulting from very small T. It does not significantly 
affect the T required for zero violation. One exception is peak rate policing 
in simulations with very high utilization and aggregate peak compared to 
the capacity of the ATM link. 

• Multiplexing has hardly any effect on violation ratio curves for lower policed 
rates. 

• The effect of multiplexing is negligible for all policed rates, as long as the 
ATM link capacity is not exceeded by the aggregate peak. If the average 
utilization of the ATM link is low, the effect is still very small, even if the 
aggregate peak exceeds the link capacity. 

• Multiplexing improves the behavior of non-shaped traffic. It has less effect 
on shaped traffic; the behavior of shaped traffic may become slightly worse. 

The following points pertain to the behavior of the aggregate traffic which 
we compared to the behavior of the individual sources. 'Shaping' here means 
shaping the individual sources. We found the following: 

• The aggregate behaves much like the individual case. The violation ratio 
curves have a steep tail part and policing near the mean rate requires 
enormous -r for zero violation. 

• Shaping only affects interesting parts (the tail part) of the violation ratio 
curves for high policed rates. As with the individual case, it does not affect 
{the tail part of) the curves for low policed rate. 
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• Shaping has little to no effect on the behavior of the aggregate traffic if the 
ATM link rate is lower than the aggregate peak rate. 

4 THE ZERO VIOLATION BEHAVIOR 

In this section we will discuss the zero violation behavior of the individual 
sources and the aggregate traffic. The zero violation behavior is what is of 
most interest from a policing point of view. Of course, we have already touched 
on this behavior in the previous sections, but we will discuss it in more detail 
here. 

4.1 The individual behavior 

In Section 3, we observed that the ATM link rate and multiplexing have little 
effect on the tail part of the violation ratio curves. This is equivalent to saying 
that they have little effect on the zero violation T. We also observed that there 
is little difference in T required for zero violation or for violation ratio= w-s, 
or even violation ratio= w-4• In other words, a slightly too small T will cause 
a dramatic increase in the violation ratio. 

The zero violation behavior of the individual sources is depicted in Figure 4. 
The zero violation curves for the multiplexed case are indistinguishable from 
the individual case. Therefore, we will not show these. 

We have remarked before on the "unique" behavior of pOet. It is caused by 
the long burst of activity in the last ten minutes of the trace. This has a rela
tively large effect on the behavior of the entire trace, which is approximately 
30 minutes long. The zero violation T of pOet drops below that of busyhour 
and pAug for high policed rates. This indicates that its peak rate is lower, 
which could possibly be due to the exponential backoff algorithm of Ethernet, 
which causes bandwidth to be wasted when the load is high. 

From now on, we will concentrate on the shaped behavior. There are a 
number of reasons for doing this. Firstly, the shaped and non-shaped behavior 
is only different for high policed rates. Additionally, the shaped behavior for 
high policed rates is preferable to that of the non-shaped case, as it requires 
less T for zero violation. Secondly, when shaping, multiplexing and ATM link 
rate have virtually no effect on the zero violation behavior*. 

The plots of the shaped traffic in Figure 4 suggest that, roughly, there seem 
to be three ranges of policed rates in which the zero violation behavior is 
determined by different effects. This is especially true for the DEC and LBL 
traces, but less so for the Bellcore (pAug, busy hour) traces. In the following, 
we ignore pOet, OctExt and OctExt4. We have explained the reason for pOet's 

*This assumes the ATM link rate is greater than the peak rate of the source, 
as is the case in all the simulations. 
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behavior before, and OctExt and OctExt4 cannot be compared to the other 
traces because of their low mean rate. 

First, for policed rates very near the peak rate (say, >9 Mb/s), the shaping 
determines the behavior of the traffic. This is not very surprising, but what is 
perhaps surprising, is that the effect decreases very rapidly when decreasing 
the policed rate. At 9 Mb/s the effect is still significant, but at 8 Mb/s the 
shaped and non-shaped curves are virtually indistinguishable. 

The second area extends from 5 Mb/s up to approximately 9 Mb/s. In this 
range, sources with the same origin behave very much the same. For example, 
the decpktl, decpkt3, and decpkt4 curves are virtually identical, although 
their mean rates vary widely: 1.28, 1.83, and 2.63 Mb/s. This also holds for 
the traces from LBL, although their means do not vary as much. pAug and 
busyhour also show the same behavior except that they are offset from one 
another by up to a factor of 3. 

We observed earlier that the .,. required for zero violation depends on the 
longest burst that occurs in a trace. This seems to imply that the CDV Toler
ance required for zero violation will vary widely between sources, depending 
on what happens to be the largest burst. As discussed above, the zero vio
lation behavior is similar, suggesting that the (longest) burst length is also 
similar. This could be a result of the particular configuration of hardware and 
software. For example, flow control window sizes in TCP and buffer sizes in 
workstations may limit bursts to a certain size. 

In the third area, 5 Mb/s and below (LBL traces: 6 Mb/s and below), we 
see that the zero violation .,. start to climb rapidly. Furthermore, the behavior 
varies a lot from trace to trace. This could be explained as follows: due to 
the lower policed rate, what were previously two separate bursts, are now 
concatenated to one large burst, because the leaky bucket no longer empties 
in between the bursts. 

4.2 The zero violation behavior of the 
aggregate traffic 

In this section, we discuss the zero violation behavior of the aggregate traffic. 
We try to relate the zero violation behavior of the aggregate traffic to that of 
the individual sources. 

Figure 5 shows the zero violation behavior of the aggregate traffic where the 
individual traces are shaped to 10 Mb/sand the aggregate of the the traces is 
policed as a single stream. Included in the plot are the zero violation curves for 
the individual traces, when being multiplexed. As can be seen in the plot, the 
aggregate needs more CDV Tolerance for zero violation at a certain policed 
rate than the individual sources. This is not surprising, as the zero violation 
CDV Tolerance must be at least that of the "worst" source, to pass only the 
cells from that source. 
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There is one very interesting observation to make about the aggregate be
havior. More than in the individual case, the aggregate zero violation T starts 
to climb rapidly below a certain policed rate. For example, in Figure 5 the 
knee of the curve for the dec+lbl group lies at approximately 17 Mbfs. The 
knee seems to occur somewhat above the aggregate mean for the dec+lbl 
group which is approximately 9 Mbfs. For paug+busy, this occurs at about 
6 Mbfs, where the aggregate mean is about 3 Mbfs. 

This is interesting, as it suggests that it might be possible to police the ag
gregate traffic of many sources at a relatively low rate, without requiring very 
larger. This characteristic could be exploited for SCR policing of aggregate 
traffic. The prediction, or estimation, of where the knee of this curve might 
be for a given multiplexed set of traces would be a valuable tool in choosing 
a reasonable SCR for policing a VPC, for example. 

The plots also show that the aggregate traffic can be policed at the aggregate 
peak rate, with just a small r. We can calculate the T required: If n is the 
number of sources being multiplexed, in the worst case n cells arrive back-to
hack on the ATM link. After the burst of n cells, the bucket drains completely 
before the next n cells arrive. The T required to pass n back-to-back cells is 
( n - 1 )( n4'Jl - ~), where Rp is the peak rate of the individual sources, 

p .n;ATM 

and nRp is the aggregate peak rate. To compensate for the slotted nature of 
ATM, one slottime must be added to the value calculated above. 

4.3 Estimating zero violation behavior of 
aggregate traffic 

We can estimate the worst case T that the aggregate traffic requires for zero 
violation from the behavior of the individual sources. The basis for the es
timation is a very crude approximation. In a trace, the longest "burst" will 
require the largest T to pass. This burst determines the zero violation r. Say 
policing this trace at rate z requires y zero violation T. Then s instances of 
that trace multiplexed together and policed at rate sz will also require y zero 
violation T. 

Our estimation of the worst case zero violation T is calculated similarly. 
Because the traces do not (necessarily) have identical burst size, there is not 
one burst size to multiply by the number of sources. Instead, we use the sum 
of the individual burst sizes. Using the sum of these burst sizes (actually, the 
sum of the zero violation r's) is what makes this the worst case estimate, in 
practice the bursts are not likely to occur at the same time, and therefore the 
burst in the aggregate will be "smaller". The pseudo formula by which we 
calculate the estimate for the worst case CDV Tolerance is: 

CDVT _ I:~-1 CDVTr,n 
(•r) - 8 (1) 
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where s is the number of sources, and CDVT r,n denotes the zero violation T 

when policing source nat rater. 
The estimate is plotted against the actual aggregate zero violation behavior 

in Figure 6. We see that it is in fact a loose upper bound of the actual zero 
violation behavior. A more accurate estimation might result if we assumed 
that the bursts that cause the zero violation T of the individual sources do 
not occur at the same time. Then, we would expect that the single worst burst 
of all the individual sources (in the aggregate) to determine the zero violation 
r of the aggregate. The pseudo formula is shown below: 

CDVT _ SUP~-1 CDVTr,n 
(sr) - S (2) 

This is again a very crude estimation. One might expect it to be an underes
timation, because the other sources are likely to add some traffic to the burst. 
This estimation was plotted along with the estimation of the upper bound 
in Figure 6. There we can see that even this is an overestimation of the ac
tual zero violation r, and that the overestimation becomes worse when more 
sources are being multiplexed. 

In this section we discussed the zero violation behavior of the individual 
sources and of the aggregate traffic. The main points were: 

• Zero violation behavior for low policed rates seems fixed. It is very insen
sitive to shaping, multiplexing, and the ATM link rate. 

• The curve of the zero violation r of the aggregate traffic has a knee. This 
characteristic could be exploited for SCR policing of aggregate traffic. 

• The aggregate traffic requires less T for zero violation than might be ex
pected. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

We have studied the behavior of Ethernet data traffic w.r.t. peak cell rate 
{PCR) and sustainable cell rate (SCR) policing by the UPC. To do this, we 
used traces of actual traffic as input for our simulator. We have· identified 
what variables affect the behavior of the traffic, and investigated qualitatively 
and quantitatively the effect of these variables. 

For policing, the behavior of the traffic for violation ratios very near zero is 
of the most interest. This zero violation behavior is determined by the longest 
"burst" that occurs in the traffic. 

PCR policing is of course sensitive to shaping. Without shaping, the ATM 
link rate determines the peak rate at which cells can be transmitted. Perhaps 
surprisingly, PCR policing of sources is not sensitive to multiplexing. There 
may be one exception: when the aggregate peak rate far exceeds the ATM 
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link's capacity and the average utilization is high, multiplexing can cause a 
degradation in the behavior of the traffic. 

For SCR policing however, the behavior seems fixed. With low policed rates, 
shaping, multiplexing and ATM link rate hardly affect the behavior. This is 
caused by what we call "the timescale effect". When policing lower rates (with 
larger tolerance), the interval of time the policer observes is large, in which 
case shifting of cells on a smaller timescale has little effect on the behavior. 

From the above, we can conclude that changing the traffic characteristics 
to improve its behavior for SCR policing will require shifting traffic on a large 
timescale. This will inevitably involve buffering of traffic. 

The SCR must be chosen between the peak and the mean cell rate. The 
simulations have shown that SCR policing must take place far from the mean 
rate of the source in order to keep the T within reasonable bounds. Otherwise 
source behavior would be permitted that would be very hard for the network 
to handle because of the size of the bursts allowed by an SCR close to the 
mean. This also holds for policing the aggregate traffic. 

Interestingly, the behavior of the aggregate traffic seems to improve over 
that of the individual sources. The zero violation T for policing aggregate 
traffic at a proportionally higher rate is far less than might be expected. Also, 
when decreasing the policed rate, the zero violation T rises with increasing 
speed below a certain policed rate. We are continuing our research by studying 
various approximations of the zero violation behavior of such data traffic, and 
by looking for predictors of the knee of the zero violation curve for aggregated 
sources so that T can be held to a reasonable level. 
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Figure 4 Plots of the zero violation behavior of the DEC (top), LBL (middle) 
and Bellcore (bottom) traces when policed individually and not multiplexed 
with other traces. ATM link rate is 155 Mbjs. 
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Figure 5 Zero violation behavior for the aggregate traffic: dec+lbl. The in
dividual traces are shaped. ATM link rate is 155 Mbfs. 
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Figure 6 Zero violation behavior for the aggregate traffic, with a worst case 
estimate and an estimate of the actual zero violation curve: dec+lbl. Individual 
traces shaped to 10 Mb/s. 


